ICANN
To the attention of Mr. Cyrus Namazi
12025 Waterfront Drive, Suite 300
Los Angeles, CA 90094-2536
USA

20 December 2019

Subject: .eu top-level domain name

This letter sets out what EURid has agreed to do in order to demonstrate its commitment to
securing and enhancing the stability and interoperability of the Internet’s Domain Name System
(DNS) for EURid and ICANN’s mutual benefit and for benefit of the local and global Internet
community. This agreement relates to the operation of the .eu top-level domain name, .eu in
Greek language and Greek script (corresponding A-label: xn--qxa6a, with IANA record at

In our role as registry operator for .eu, EURid commits to follow the provisions contained in the
the 2 October 2014 agreement between ICANN and EURid for the operation of the .eu Registry
(the “.eu ccTLD Registry Agreement”). EURid agrees that in the operation of the .eu registry,
EURid shall consider the .eu registry as the “Delegated ccTLD” identified in the .eu ccTLD
Registry Agreement and shall conform its work to the commitments therein. In addition, EURid
commits to the mitigation of risk due to string similarity set fourth in the Risk Mitigation Plan at
EURid also accepts ICANN’s commitment, as it relates to the operation of the .eu registry, to
follow the obligations of ICANN as set forth in the .eu ccTLD Registry Agreement.

Further to paragraph 4.5 of the .eu ccTLD Registry Agreement, EURid shall inform ICANN about
the amount of voluntary contribution it intends to provide on a yearly basis as it relates to the
.eu Registry.

EURid looks forward to a long and mutually beneficial relationship with ICANN.

Marc Van Wesemael
EURid CEO
20 December 2019

EURid vzw
Attention: Mr. Marc Van Wesemael, CEO
Telecomlaan 9
1831 Diegem
Belgium

Subject: .εu Top-level Domain Name

Dear Mr. Van Wesemael;

This letter sets out ICANN’s agreement and its commitment to ensure securing and enhancing the stability and interoperability of the Internet’s Domain Name System (DNS) for ICANN and EURid’s mutual benefit and for the benefit of the local and global Internet community. This agreement relates to the operation of the .εu top-level domain name, .eu in Greek language and Greek script (corresponding A-label: xn--qxa6a, with IANA record at https://www.iana.org/domains/root/db/xn--qxa6a).

ICANN agrees and commits, for its work that relates to the operation of the .εu registry, to follow the provisions contained in the 2 October 2014 agreement between ICANN and EURid for the operation of the .eu Registry (the “.eu ccTLD Registry Agreement”). For the purposes set forth in this letter, ICANN shall consider the .εu registry as the “Delegated ccTLD” identified in the .eu ccTLD Registry Agreement and shall conform its work to the commitments therein. In addition, ICANN accepts EURid’s commitment to the mitigation of risk due to string similarity set fourth in the Risk Mitigation Plan at https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/eurid-risk-mitigation-plan-03apr19-en.pdf. ICANN also accepts EURid’s commitment, as it relates to the operations of the .εu registry to follow the obligations of EURid as set forth in the .eu ccTLD Registry Agreement.

ICANN looks forward to a continued and mutually beneficial relationship with EURid.

Sincerely,

Cyrus K. Namazi
Senior Vice President
Global Domains Division